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I am a graduate student at the University of Toronto in Canada where I am working to develop a novel chemical 

screening approach that will help in quick and accurate target- ligand identification using Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae as my model organism.  Last September, I had the opportunity to visit and work with the Molecular 

Ligand Target team at the RIKEN institute in Japan for three weeks under the supervision of Dr. Charles Boone.  

My visit to RIKEN and Japan was an incredible and unique experience and I would like to thank “Frontier 

Research on Chemical Communications” for funding this trip.  RIKEN has a great interdisciplinary and 

collaborative environment which allowed me to learn from people of diverse backgrounds and with different 

expertise through weekly group meetings.  During my sojourn, with the help and support from members of the 

Molecular Ligand Target team, I was able to test and optimize, on a small scale, a CRISPR- based tiling 

mutagenesis approach that can be used as novel chemical- screening tool.  This involved learning several new 

techniques such as barcode sequencing and adapting the data analysis pipeline that has been employed in 

previous chemical- genomics projects at the RIKEN.  In addition to great research teams, RIKEN also has a 

wonderful collection of natural products (NPDepo).  My goal is to apply my chemical- screening platform to screen 

the NPDepo library in search of novel antifungal, 

chemical probes and therapeutic compounds.  

Together with an amazing learning opportunity at the 

RIKEN, I had the chance to discover and experience 

the incredible Japanese culture and cuisine, which I 

look forward to visiting again sometime in the future. 
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